The Fastener Factory understands that time off site for a tradie is time waiste, hence we have introduced a speedy delivery delivery to Melbourne.

The speedy same day delivery is available for ONLINE ORDERS ONLY

Order before 11am and we will ship it on a same day courier to you (Monday to Friday) *Conditions Apply.

*Make sure you have your phone on, so we can call to arrange the delivery.

IN STOCK  *Available for “in stock” items only.

$ *Price is calculated at check out depending on you spend and location.
TRADE PERMITTED WORKERS (OPEN)

We are open for counter sales for TRADE customers who are PERMITTED WORKERS under Stage 4 restrictions.

- MASKS must be worn at all times
- Customers must use the HAND SANITISER provided before entering

GENERAL PUBLIC (CLOSED)

We are closed to the general public under Stage 4 restrictions.

ONLINE WEBSHOP ORDERS

ALL ORDERS MUST PLACED ONLINE, we are unable to take orders over the phone. We have built in new shipping options for faster deliveries during this period.

- **Standard or Express Courier**
  (delays may apply due to restricted in parcel centres and delivery time isn't guaranteed)

- **NEW - Speedy On-Site or Home Delivery. (Melbourne Only)**
  Gauranteed Delivery on the same day or next delivery day for all orders placed before 2pm.
  (excludes special order items, charges apply)

- **Click & Collect (Local Pick Up)**
  - We will call you when your order is ready to be picked up, orders generally take 1 business day to be ready.
  - Park in the designated click and collect parking bay and call us on 1300 121 004 and we will bring out your order following our COVIDSafe plan.

We have a current COVIDSafe plan in place